


RELIABILITY AND COMFORT 
 The articulated arm has 7 joints allowing you to work in comfort 

and reach all areas of the body.
 The reproducibility of performance makes the surgical act 

simple with complete control of the vaporization depth.
 Scanner MiXto SX with patented technology CW CHOPPED 

and proprietary “Z” algorithm.

VERSATILE AND INTUITIVE 
 Compact and ergonomic design.
 Touch-screen interface for ultimate ease of use.
 Clear graphics with continuously visible main parameters.
 Complete range of accessories for use in numerous fields of 

surgery.

MiXto SX is a patented system combining CO2 laser technology (the gold-standard for skin rejuvenation) with a high 
speed scanner. Using a proprietary algorithm, MiXto SX delivers in Fractional mode a precise matrix of microspots 
that penetrate down to the dermis stimulating the formation of new collagen and achieving immediate shrinkage 
of damaged tissue. This Fractional methodology uses a unique scan pattern which is calculated to produce a tissue 
thermal relaxation time resulting in faster healing with less patient discomfort. With the flexibility of performing 
advanced Fractional Skin Resurfacing or using the added option of conventional 100% ablation the MiXto SX delivers 
incomparable results.

MiXto SX utilizes a proprietary algorithm producing a unique “Z” scan pattern which provides the longest amount of 
time possible between adjacent spots while filling in a given square area of skin.

Compared to other systems Mixto SX with “CW CHOPPED” technology provides more heat into the dermis with the 
same comfort level for the patient but with a better aesthetic result in the short and long term.

MiXto SX - one handpiece with two different spot sizes (NO Consumables).

 Patented “CW CHOPPED” system
 Unique State of the art CO2 Fractional 

Technology 
 Excellent results
 Greater collagen stimulation 
 Shorter down time
 Lowest risk of side effects

FRACTIONAL SCANNER SYSTEM 
FOR SKIN RESURFACING

APPLICATIONS
 Dermatology
 Aesthetic Surgery 
 Plastic Surgery 
 ENT
 Gynecology 
 Proctology 
 General Surgery 
 Dentistry

“Z”
PATTERN

TECHNOLOGY AND SAFETY
Slim Evolution is the CO2 surgical laser that combines advanced technology with ease of use allowing the surgeon to 
always get the best effect of vaporization or coagulation on tissue in every application.

Slim Evolution with its three operating modes: Continuous (CW), SuperPulse and Pulser is able to deliver controlled 
high power performance for every treatment protocol.

 Truly reduced dimensions, light weight and easy 
handling make Slim Evolution suitable for any 
operating environment.

 Slim Evolution has been designed focusing on ease of 
use and maximum safety.

 Slim Evolution offers a full line of optional accessories 
which give the operator the possibility to access 
different fields of modern medicine with precision and 
safety always getting optimal results.

SAFE AND POWERFUL 
 SuperPulse, Pulser and CW operating modes offer adjustable 

thermal damage.
 Sophisticated low tolerance control system guaranteeing high 

precision in the energy value delivered to tissue.


